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PACE 6
	 Paper Money	 Whole No. 41

Three Different Deliveries of
Currency Showing Progression of

Cashier to President with an
Intermediate Stage

Type I note, with the signature of Frank E. Gorman,
cashier

Type II note, without the signature of F. E. Gorman
Second shipment of Type II notes with signature of

F. E. Gorman as president
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Professional Advertising Appearing
on National Bank Currency

It is evident that when bank president Dr. F. A. Johnson
prepared his signature for use on the 1929 notes he is-
advertently added the professional degree letters "M.D."
(doctor of medicine). This unusual note escaped the
scrutiny of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

The notes illustrated in this article afford a partial
insight into some of these varieties and lend credence
to the belief that many more must exist. Before these
pass uncovered and unexplained into oblivion, we should
make a strenuous effort to identify their characteristics.
These signature varieties ran rampant during the six
years of issuance of the small-size National Bank Notes,
so good hunting!

The Society of Paper Money Collectors gratefully ack-
nowledges the assistance of the following members in
the preparation of this article: Maxwell E. Brail, John
Hickman, Cornell C. Hunter, David J. Levitt, Vernon H.
Oswald. Louis Van Belkum and John Waters.

More Anent that New York City

Scrip of the War of 1812 Period
By Edward R. Barnsley

The illustrated article by Howard Baron in PAPER

MONEY No. 39 did much to clear up the long-standing
mystery concerning the distinctive notes of the Corpor-
ation of the City of New York, all of which are exces-
sively rare and have never before been fully described
in numismatic literature.

The mystery concerning them is far from fully solved,
however. As the author said, the Board of Aldermen
never authorized the 2c note. Also, there is no account-
ing for the discrepancy in dates. The illustration of
Baron's thin paper insert in Valentine's Manual shows
that the 6c note and the 12 tAc note are both dated 26
Dec. 1814. However, the illustration of these same notes
on thick paper. purchased by Baron in Amsterdam, shows
that the latter are dated 3 July 1815. So what was the
correct issue date, or were there. in fact, two?

In 1902, The MacMillan Company published the first
of several editions of Sun-Dials and Roses of Yesterday
written by Alice Morse Earle. As might he expected
from its title, this hook contains references to the pro-
bable origin of the familiar sundial design used on
early American Fugio coins and currency. This citation
has been unnoticed by the numerous writers in recent
years who have been identifying Benjamin Franklin as
the author of Continental Currency mottoes. Concerning
the London origin of this design, Mrs. Earle wrote:

"It will be recalled that Franklin had known much of
the postal system of Great Britain before he became post-
master general for the American colonies under the crown.
And he had lived long in London, where on the general
post-office was a sun-dial with the motto, BE ABOUT
YOUR BUSINESS. I have never doubted that it was
entirely Franklin's taste which supplied to our new na-
tion the sun-dial design and the motto MIND YOUR
BUSINESS. In this form, and the one on the London
post-office, and in the form. BEGONE ABOUT YOUR
BUSINESS, it was found on several English sun-dials.
The one in the Inner Temple owed its motto to a surly
reply given to a dial-maker who asked at the Temple li-
brary, as he had been instructed for 'the motto for the
new sun-dial, sir.' `Begone about your business!' was the
testy answer of the only inmate of the library. And a
very good motto it seemed to the dial-maker, and the
Benchers also, after it was put up."

(Continued on Page 21)
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All 12 Banks issued the $5-a notes; 10 Banks are
represented by $5-b notes: while only five Banks had
$5-c notes.

As to the $10 denomination: 12 Banks issued a's;
six Banks had b's; and again only five Banks show c
notes.
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In the $20 denomination: 12 Banks had a notes; four
issued b's; and four had c's.

Each of the 12 Banks had $50-a notes. and $100-a
specimens. But only two Banks show a $50-b note. No
bank seems to have issued a $100-b or a $100-c note—
at least, none have been reported.

Here are questions that are unanswered. as of today:
Why does Philadelphia show no $10-b or c, but did
issue the $5 a-b-c. and the $20 a-b-c? Why didn't Cleve-
land have c's on its $20's and $50's, even though it
shows c's on its $5's and $10's? Why did Kansas City
have only two b's, and those on $5's and $20's; what
happened to the Kansas City $10-b?

With extended search, unknown and unlisted notes of
the b and c issues may still be located. Also, some diligent
collector may discover one b or c note, $100 denomi-
nation, on some bank—perhaps New York, or Philadel-
phia, or Cleveland, or Chicago? So, the interested col-
lector should get out his spectacles and scrutinize care-
fully all the White-Mellon notes he has. If any note is
found, not presently listed in Friedberg, the finder is
urged to report to somebody—anybody, even to this
author.

New York City Scrip
(Continued from Page 6)

The entire sundial in the Inner Temple Garden.
London, is shown on p. 171 of Sun-Dials and Roses of
Yesterday, and on p. 23 the author illustrates in line
engraving both sides of a 6c paper scrip issued by The
Corporation of the City of New-York, dated December
26. 1814, and printed by T. & W. Mercem, 94 Gold
Street. It would appear. therefore, that this Earle
illustration of 1902 was made from the thin paper note,
as per the insert in Baron's Valentine's Manual, rather

WARREN HENDERSON
P. O. Box 1358, Venice, Fla. 33595

than from the thick paper note dated July 3, 1815. The
most interesting feature of this note is its reverse which
contains the MIND YOUR BUSINESS motto and the
Fugio design taken in toto from the 1776 fractional
currency and the 1787 copper cent of the Continental
Congress.

This artistic motif is not known to have been repro-
duced on any other 19th Century scrip or bank note, but
there is always the possibility, of course, of some here-
tofore unknown example turning up. The Mercem copy
of this unique design is actually executed better than
the 1776 and 1787 originals, even although the engraver
did forget to show the gnomon's shadow which would
obviously result from the rays of such a fiercely shining
sun. Note also that Mercem's modified design includes
the top of the pedestal upon which the dial rests. This
feature is missing from its 18th century Fugio prototypes.

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. P. O. BOX 33, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y. 11571


